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Students aren't likely to write, or otherwise encounter, the traditional "term paper" outside the classroom. Despite this, term papers remain a near ubiquitous writing 
assignment. We at the Howe Center for Writing Excellence (HCWE) often remind teachers that term papers are not their only option. Students can learn disciplinary 
material effectively by writing in many genres, including popular, less "academic" ones. 

Two Miami faculty who have innovatively enacted this philosophy are Bruce D'Arcus (https://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/departments/geography/about/faculty
staff/darcus/index.html), associate professor of geography, and Scott Kenworthy (https://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/havighurst/about-center/staff
faculty/kenworthy-faculty-page/index.html), associate professor of comparative religion. Both are HCWE Faculty Writing Fellows 

(https://www.miamioh.edu/hcwe/hwac/writing-fellows/index.html). Both also recently piloted new assignments asking students to work toward collaborative writing 
projects that could exist outside the "academic" realm and reach an audience beyond a teacher. In D'Arcus's case, the assignment was a class website called The 

Geography of COVID-19. For Kenworthy, it was a class magazine issue titled Global Christianity. 

I recently sat down, virtually, with D'Arcus and Kenworthy for a discussion about their innovative assignments. We talked through their impetus for change, what steps 
they took to help students succeed, and how the projects ultimately came together. In short, such shake-ups to assigned writing can be fulfilling for both students and 
teachers. The key is to let learning goals lead and be diligent about mapping out a supportive drafting process. 

Recognizing a moment for change 
This past spring, D'Arcus found himself, like all of us in the Miami community, having to reevaluate his course design. The COVID-19 pandemic brought in-person 
meetings of his Global Change and Sustainable Futures class (GEO 211) to an abrupt end. Students were left uncertain about how the rest of the semester would unfold. 
For D'Arcus, the situation recalled teaching through such indelible events as 9/11 and the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill. Just as then, D'Arcus now felt it was important 

to understand what students were thinking. He posed the question to the class: Do we carry on studying as we were, or do we focus on what we're living through now 
together? 
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Students voted for the latter, and so began D'Arcus's changes. He knew writing would play a pivotal role going forward. Given the 
focus of his course, D'Arcus wanted to help students process the pandemic through a geographic lens. He also wanted students to 
use their expertise to explain the situation to a public in need of information. By asking students to collaborate on a website, D'Arcus 
was choosing a form of writing in which they could "demonstrate what they were learning about geography, and also about writing, to 
a broader audience, including their family, friends, and future employers." Their research and writing would respond usefully to the 

moment. 

Kenworthy's change in writing instruction preceded the pandemic (Fall 2019 semester) and followed his own reflections on his course 
design. History of Christian Thought (REL 233) was a course that Kenworthy felt wasn't working as well as it used to. So, he decided to 
re-design it with a more contemporary and global focus to address student interests. There could be no meaningful curricular change, 
Kenworthy knew, without change to the course's writing assignments. So he met with Elizabeth Wardle 

(https://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/departments/english/about/faculty_staff/faculty-alphabetical/wardle-elizabeth/index.html), 
Director of the Howe Center for Writing Excellence. They discussed his pedagogical goals and talked about how term papers can be 
an "artificial kind of thing" that students seldom use after they submit them. 

Disease is an intriguing lens through which to 

view the intersecting geographies of various 

human and biophysical processes. In the past 

few decades, a variety of geographical changes 

have heightened awareness of the potential for 

deadly new global pandemics: from the 

globalization and intensification of human 

mobility and communication, to the 

disturbance of various disease-harboring 

ecosystems, to new trends in human food 

production. The 2019-20 Coronavirus is just 

such an example. "[Wardle] was trying to challenge me," Kenworthy said, "to think about a genre where it's in the real world. And that's how I came up 
with this idea of magazines." A magazine like National Geographic, a popular publication filled with pages of accessible, interesting, 

and informative writing. Kenworthy believed such a model could help get students "writing to an audience and not just writing to [him] and for a grade." 

Learning goals supporting writing goals 
A key difference between the traditional "term paper" and the writing projects D'Arcus and Kenworthy assigned is that preparing a 
class magazine or class website is inherently a team-oriented task. Yes, specific articles and webpages fell on individuals; however, 
students understood they were writing toward a larger, collaborative project. Kenworthy's students aimed to illustrate the current 
global status of Christianity. D'Arcus's students hoped to explain the COVID-19 pandemic from a geographic perspective. To write 
toward those shared visions, students needed to learn with shared vision. 

Kenworthy used a presentation assignment early in the semester to get students thinking and writing from a global perspective. He 
grouped students in small teams that researched issues related to the Christian world in North America, South America, Asia, Africa, 
and the Middle East. Through the presentations, students were able to share the regional perspectives they acquired and also listen 
to the regional perspectives acquired by others. It was those class periods of presentations, like meetings of a magazine's editorial 
board, that spurred individual articles. 

D'Arcus's team-based approach to learning proved tailor-made for a collaborative writing project like the Geography of COVID-19 

website. D'Arcus assigns groups based on specific world geographies and students work together throughout the semester to help 
each other understand how "issues play out in different parts of the world in different ways." So as students wrote individual 
webpages focused on country-specific responses to the pandemic, they knew they would have the insight and support of their team 
members who were writing about neighboring countries in the same region. 

Setting clear writing expectations 
For the Geography of COVID-19 website to work, D'Arcus needed to help students get comfortable writing for the web. He explained that web writing should be concise. 

They should keep a popular audience in mind, imagine they were trying to inform family and friends. He encouraged students to think back to a pre-pandemic blog post 
assignment where they wrote "in a more popular vein compared to an academic, more formal vein." D'Arcus also reminded his students of the web's multimedia 
affordances. They could use charts and images to support their writing and rely on visual hierarchies to organize information. Students prepared their draft webpages in 
Google Docs and D'Arcus monitored the writing. To streamline feedback, he identified recurring issues and shared examples of what successful writing looked like. 

Kenworthy, too, went to great lengths to set clear writing expectations for his students. The class magazine, Global Christianity, ended up being closely modeled after 

the real-world magazine: Christian History (https://christianhistoryinstitute.org/magazine). He printed several back issues from the website and asked students to analyze 
the writing style and consider how the publication could resonate with an "interested lay audience." Kenworthy contacted the editor of Christian History directly, and he 



found she was eager to help. She provided students with the magazine's author guidelines for language and style. "The prompt was the actual guidelines for the 

magazine," Kenworthy said, which was a productive way of getting students to negotiate the rhetorical demands of writing for an audience and genre that exist beyond 

the classroom. 

Producing the final product 

66 The biggest
learning [curve 
for me] was just 
being able to 
understand the 

When teachers move away from the "term paper" like D'Arcus and Kenworthy, logistics are a primary challenge. Teachers need to design 

a carefully scaffolded drafting process. "The biggest learning [curve for me] was just being able to understand the steps." Kenworthy said. 

When it came time to bring the individual articles together and build the issue, Kenworthy gave students roles on an editorial board. Some 

were responsible for copy-editing. Others for editing style. One team curated images for the articles and the issue's cover. Another 

assembled the final layout using design software. In this way, Kenworthy professionalized the typical peer review experience. The quality 

of the issue depended on students being able to critique each other's work with the magazine's theme, style, and final production in mind. 

steps. 
D'Arcus found that the key to a smooth website production process was to work in Google Docs until the very end, when the content was 

ready to be posted online. Docs offered ample opportunities for collaboration and peer commenting. For building the website, D'Arcus 

kept things simple by staying in G Suite with Google Sites. Sites allowed him to set a uniform theme and structure, which kept pages 

visually consistent as students worked on them all independently. 

The Geography of COVID-19 website and the Global Christianity magazine issue stand as impressive examples of class collaboration, 

critical thinking, and disciplinary writing in real-world genres for multiple audiences beyond the classroom. 

According to D'Arcus and Kenworthy, most students were glad to work outside the typical confines of a term paper. While both instructors 

are encouraged by the results of their assignments, they also caution not to move away from the term paper just for the sake of it. As 

D'Arcus said, "You want to think about what you're trying to achieve, what the outcome would be. Then, backtrack and figure out what's 

the best approach to getting there." 

Faculty Writing Fellows like D'Arcus and Kenworthy learn how to use writing to inform learning in their disciplinary courses. Learn more 

about the program and how to apply as a departmental team by visiting miamioh.edulhwac/faculty-writing-fellows (../..1../writing

fellows/index.html). 
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